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The Higher Properties of R-Sequences 
Let R be a commutative ring with I, and let (sr ,..., xrrj be a set of II : 1 
elements of R that forms an R-sequence (in the given order). One of the aims of 
this paper is to attempt o characterize th class of R-modules d that admit 
{x, ,..., xn: as an A4-sequence; or, duall\-, theclass of X-modules .-1 that admit 
{sI ,.. ., s,,) as an .A-cosequence. In order to study this ituation we shall need 
to define some concepts. 
Let I mm: (.vr ,..., x’,) be the ideal of K that is generated by (.vr ,..., v,?i. \\‘c 
shall say that an ideal J is radically equivalent toI if there xist positive integers 
vz and k such that J”’ C 1 and I’ C J The ideal I gives rise to a torsion function I’
defined on an R-module .-2 ln 
The ideal Ialso induces an I-adic topology on =1 where the sets of neighbor- 
hoods of 0 are given by the submodules [1”‘.3). Th us I gives rise naturallv toa 
completion functor A, where A(=1) is the completion f.-I in the 1-adic topology. 
The two functors F and A arc duals of each other; for we have r(A) 2 
I&n Hom,(R/I”I, A), and A(A) 2 L@(R;1’:’ ox *-I). Itis obvious that r and .,l 
depend only on the radical equivalence lass of 1. 
Sow for any integer t ;a 0, the set rr 1, t,..., x,,I} isagain an R-sequence; and if 
we define 1, = (x1$,..., x,‘), then \ve have a natural embedding ql,: R/I, - R/I,+, 
induced by multiplication bv N = x1.x2 
this ystem and call it K = Lim R/I, . 
... s, on R. 1Ve take the direct limit of 
There is of course acanonical projection 
nt: R;‘It+l -+ R/I, induced by%e identity map on R. \Ve take the inverse limit 
of this ystem and call it a = T,@ R/It . Of course l? .z A(R), and is a com- 
mutative ring with 1. K and Z? are two of the tools we shall use in our investiga- 
tion. 11:e shall show that (xi ,..., XJ is an R-sequence and a K-cosequence. 
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One of the first problems \ve face is to attempt o compute the right Jcrivcd 
functors (II/) of r, and the left derived functors [fI,^j ofA. In [6] xvc sho\yetl 
that here arc natural isomorphisms: Tar:- ,(K, :I) z II,-‘(.,I) for all i. However, 
wc were onI!- partially successful with 11 and succeeded in shelving that 
Est: ‘(K. -4) E ZZ,^(a-l) on yif R was aC‘olwn- 3lacaulay local ring and [xI ,.,.. ,v,,> 
a maximal R-sequence. Ina more recent paper [8], Strchel succeeded in removing 
the restrictions and proved the latter isomorphisms for any commutative tring R 
and R-sequence (.vI ,..., x,,;. However, Strehel’s proof involved the use of 
Jensen’s theorems (SW [2]) concerning the left derived functors ofthe inverse 
limit, and it stems undesirable tohave the theory of R-sequences depend on 
estraneous theorems. Therefore, inthis paper we have provided an elementar! 
proof of the evaluation of II,*( as Exti~-‘(K, .-I) that is relatively self-contained 
and needs no outside machiner!-. The undcrl!ing idea of our proof is the use of 
minimal injectivc resolutions, a piece of methodology that is fundamental to 
our entire treatment of the subject. 
The analogy of the R-module K with the module Q/R for integral domains R 
with quotient field 0 (SW [4]) I: I. elc s us to define an R-module A to be K-torsion- 
free if Tor,R(K, A) : 0 for i / 0. and K-divisible ifICst,‘(k-, .,I) 0 for 
i _’ 0. \Vc prove that K depends onI\. one the rational equivalence lass of I. 
and thus the property of being K-torsion-free, or K-di\Asihlc, depends onlv on 
the rational equivalence class of 1. \\.e sho\v that here are a number of cquiwlent 
conditions for .-I to be K-torsion-free. or A*-divisible. 
‘I’hcsc two properties bear marked rcsemhlances \vith their analogs o\ci 
integral domains, but in an ,l-fold way. ‘I’hus, inspired bythe theory of modules 
owr an integral domain (xc [4, 51). \VC arc’ led to prow the two representation 
theorems: 
(I) Al y Hom,(K. K ‘dR A-1) if .I is K-torsion-free; and 
(2) I’(A-l) 4 K 6~~ Hom,(K, =1) if .-I is K-divisihlc. 
The two functors Hom,(K, -) and K 1 ’ H - therefore set up an isomorphism 
and duality between the category of K-torsion-free and /l-complete R-modules, 
and the category of r-torsion a d K-divisible R-modules. (T\:e observe that if 
*-I is R-torsion-free, th n1‘(,1) : 0, but the ahsencc of r-torsion isfar from 
being equivalent tobeing K-torsion-free.) 
\vc no\\- have the necessary machinery at hand to return to the study of the 
R-sequence (s, ,. , s,, , 1 \Ve prove that aA-complete R-module .-I is K-torsion- 
free if and only if [x1 ,..., xni is an A-sequence; and we prove that a r-torsion 
R-mod& A is K-divisible if and only if [xl ‘,.., x,,} is an A-cosequence. Thus 
one’s intuition that in this context, K-torsion-free andK-divisible should hc 
n-fold phenomena is justified. 
These characterizations of R-modules I-1 that admit 1.~~ ,..., x7,1 as an 
=I-scquencc, or as an A-cosequence depend only on the rational equivalence 
class of I. Thus we have the following immediate corollaries. 
(3) If (?'1 ,...,Y,,J is an R-sequence that generates an ideal radicalI\ 
equivalent toI, then 7~ 7-m 11. 
(4) If [yl ,..., y,J is as in (I), and if .-I is il-complete, andif [,vl ,..., s ,) 
is an A4-sequcnce, then {-\ql ,..., ~1,) is also an =I-sequence. 
(5) If (.l,, )..., Jlij ’is as in (I), and if .J is r-torsion, and if /.Y1 ,..., x,(j isan 
.I-cosequencc, then ’ * I?, 3.“) ?‘!!I ’ is also an .q-cosequence. 
I\-c prove that if L-I is K-torsion-free, th n/l(.-l) is K-torsion-free; while if. 1is 
/i-divisible, th nr(A-l) is K-divisible. ‘I’hus NY can see that there al-e large 
categories ofmodules _-I that admit (.vl ,..., ~,,I asan zJ-sequencc, or as an 
.I-cosequence. Forexample, if I’ is a flat K-module and IP 2,’ I’. then ’ . 1 \ \I ,“‘> .\‘n1 
is both a I’ and a ,1(P) sequcncc; and if C is an inject& K-module and r(C) I’ 0, 
then {.Y, ,..., s,)) is aC and a F(C) coscquence. 
I\-e nczt show that wery permutation f[~yI ,..., \.,,I is an Z?-sequence. This 
leads to the more general result that if :-I is K-torsion-free and /l-complete, hen 
’ every permutation f[x1 ,..., s ,, is an --i-sequence; while if =I is I’-torsion and
K-divisible, then every permutation f[.x1 ,..., x,,] is an .-I-cosequencc. 
\\‘c onclude the paper by defining a categor!- large nough to include all 
K-torsion-free, and all K-divisible R-modules, and yet small enough so that 
both representation theorems (1) and (2) hold simultaneously on any module in 
the categorv. Thus we see that K-torsion-free and K-divisible are degenerate 
cases of the more general situation. 
1. PKEI.IMIN.~RIIIS 
hNSITIONS. Let H be a commutative ring with I, (.yl ,..., s,J a set of 
elements of R, and .-I an R-module. Then [s, ... , .v,~] is said to be an .4-sequence 
if: 
(1) multiplication 13~ xi on 4’(.~, ,..., x-,),4 is a monomorphism for all 
I I . . . . . n (where Y,, = 0) and 
(2) .4;(.?, ,...) X,/)&-l =+ 0.
If .I is an ideal of R. we define: 
1I.c have a dual detinition: [,Y, ,..., s ,~) is said to be an --I-coseque~~re if: 
(1) multiplication hy si on -Ami ,(,x, ,..., x~,) is an epimorphism for all 
i I ,... 1 ~z (where ,x0 = 0) and 
(2) -bn..,(x, ,. s,,) ::” 0. 
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Throughout his discussion the set {sr ,..., s ,~ will bc a fixed R-sequence; 
we shall denote b!- Z = = (sr ,..., ,Y,() the ideal generated by {s, (..., s,:; and bv 
I, == (x r’,..., ,x,‘) the ideal generated by j.~,‘,..., .I+, ‘] for any t 0. 
In this section we shall accumulate some well-known theorems about 
R-sequences. The first theorem is the only theorem that does not require that 
{,x* )... , x’,,) be an R-sequence; the others do. The letter .-I will alwavs denote an 
R-module. 
THEOREM 1. (1) If is, ,..., s ,; is on -J-sequence, then multiplicatioiz by x, is 0 
monomorphism on .4/(.x, ,. .qi ,. ., s,,,).4 ,for nil i =- I,..., n (whew 4, means s, is 
left out). 
(2) !f (sl ,..., s,,) is any sequence of positive integers, then is, __,. Y,,! is rrn 
,-I-sequence $ arid on!v if (.$I,..., +I is an --l-sequence. 
(3) If :.A-, (...) s,,: is an .-l-sequence, then 11’,4/1”~*‘~4 is isomorphic to (I disect 
sum of copies qf ,1 ‘IA. 
Pro?f. ‘I7wse are [3, Exercises I I, 12, and 13, p. 1021 
THEOREM 2. ‘I’orjR(R/Z, , .-J) e Exti- ‘(R/Z, , -J)f oy nil it1feger.s i ( positiw, 0, 
or negutize) and nil t ;, 0. In particular, TornR(RII, , A) z Ann, I, , rind 
Ext,“(RiZ, , 1-J) ” .-J/Z,AJ. 
Proof. A proof may he found in [7] using the Koszui (‘omplel. An elementar\ 
inductive proof may he found in [6, Theorem I .7]. The latter p oof is deficient 
in that it onI\- establishes thecase i ' 
have to shoiv that 
0. But to prove the case i < 0, we met-cl\- 
Ext:‘~’ (R/Z, A) =- 0. Take an exact sequence: 0 --t .-J --+ 
J!$ )- C map 0, where R,, is an injectivc R-module. Then I<xt~“(R/Z, , :I) e
Ext,“(R/Z, , C). The latter module is isomorphic to C/Z& by the case i 0. 
Since X, is not a zero divisor nR, we have K,, : x,Eo; and hence c“Z,C 0. 
THEown 3. Let -4 and B be R-modules, and C’ an inject& R-module. Then 
EstRi(-4, Hom,(B, C)) g- Hom,(Tor,“(.4, B), C).fov all i,’ 0. 
Proof. This is [I, Proposition 5. I, (‘hap. \-I]. 
I)El~INITIOS. If ,4 and c‘ are anv R-modules, define 
Ok: R,‘I, ~7;~~ Hom,(A, C) ~+ Hom,(fZom,(R;Z, , .-J), C)
[ul(z O.f)](g) f(g(z)) for z E RII,, f E Hom,(.-J, c’), and g E HomR(R!Z,, -4). 
THEOREM 4. Jf C is a11 injectice Zi-module, then oI induces isomorphisrns: 
Tor,R(RiZ, , Hom,(,-J, C)) 1” Hom,(Ext,‘(R.‘Z, , A4), C).for alli > 0. 
I’wqf. ‘This is [ 1, Proposition 5.3, Chap. I-11, except hat here the ring R is 
assumed to be Soetherian. However, an examination fthe proof in [I] shows 
that all that is required is that R/It have a finite r solution of finitely generated 
free (or projective) R-modules. But this is provided by the Koszul Complex 
over H’I, (see, for example, [6, Lemma 3.11). 
DEFISITIOS. Let E be an injectivc cn\:elope ofthe direct sum of all of the 
simple R-modules, and define the functor * by L : ~: Horn, (-, E). Then x is a 
faithfully exact contravariant functor; that is, a sequence of R-modules is exact 
if and only if its *is exact. 
-[‘IIEORE~J 5. (I) {Xl ,..., So] is an A-sequenre (f0ild only if (,Y, ,..., x,> I is 011 
.d ‘-rosequenre. 
(2) f .x1 ,. , s,,,) is an .-l-cosequenre (f and only if Ix,  . , .x,,) is an .-I “-sequence. 
Proof. Let J, (x1 ,..., s ); h t en by Theorem 3 we have (.J;J,.d)” 2: 
-4nn .(. .I, 11~ Theorem 4 we have (.4nn,, Ji)* q =I*!j;,d“. Since i- is a faithfull!- 
rsact contra\-ariant fu ctor, the Theorem follows readilv from these t\vo isomor- 
phisms. 
THEOR~~Y 6. Let (sl ,..., s ,&) be any sequence ofpositiw itztegeis. U/err [x, . . , .s,,; 
is an .-I-cosepeiue if and only if {.$I,.. ., Yb”) isan .-I-cosequence. 
Pro1-oqf. The proof ollows readily from Theorem l(2) and Theorem 5 
‘I’HEORF~I 7. Let Ji = (x1 ,..., si)for i : I ,..., 12so thnt Jn : 1. T//err: 
(1) ’ ,A, ?. .) A’,(, ’ isan A-sequence (fand or+ (f ‘I’or,X(K,‘J, , --I)= 0 ,for nil 
j 0 ard al/i :~- I,..., 71.
(2) I.\, ,...( \.,,I is an A4-coseguence if and 0illJ~ if ICxt,‘(R/,Ji , .-I) 0 ,fw 
all .j 0 and all i I,..., 71. 
h/of. Statement (I) is part of 16, Theorem I .X], where it was proved bv an 
c.lementary inductive argument. Statement (2) is an immediate consequence of 
‘I’hcorem 5(2), Statement (I), and Theorem 4. 
~h3~INITJOSS. I,et .x be the product s N,s.~ ... r x,, rhere is an R-homo- 
morphism m,: R I, + R/I,, 1defined b!- +(( I~- I,) mm_ .x - I, , Similarly, for 
an!- R-module .-I there is a mapping y,: .-I!I,A-l -+ .-I/I, 1A-1 defined b! 
y,(a I,:!) =- .\‘a I,. 1A+l for a E =1. If we identify R/I, I& a-1 with 3 ‘1,.-l, then 
it is clear that he mapping $I @ 1 gets carried into the mapping yf 
\Yc define the mapping CL,: 4nn. I,<, , -f Ann, I, to be multiplication by .v. If 
MC identif>- Hom,(R/I, -1) with Ann., 1, , then it is clear that the mapping 
Hom(d! , I) gets carried into the mapping a, 
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‘Thus y, is l-l if and only if4, Ly IF1 is I--i if and only if Hom($, , I)” is l-1 if and 
onlv if Hom(+, , I) is onto if and onI\- if LY, is onto. 
DEFINITIOS. By Theorem S(l), the mapping +,: R/I, + RiZ, , is I- I. \Ve 
define K to he the direct limit of the modules RI, with these maps: K 
Lim H/Z,; and in K we identify the element I I, with .x I, , . its iniagc 
+ 
under dj,, ‘The next theorem is basic to o,~r treatment of the subject. 
'I'IIFOREN 9 (The standard resolution of li). I Ce hwe ~111 e.wct seyfif~trrf~: 
Proof. ‘I’his [6, ‘I’heorem 3.IO]. ‘The proof is obtained by taking the Koszul 
C’omplescs over the modules R/Z, and passing to the limit \-ia the maps induwd 
on the complexes by the 4,‘s. 
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identity clement of R,%; then an examination fthe proof of [6, Theorem 3.101 
shows that he mapping R - Q,1-1 of Theorem 9 is given by I + Cy=, ( -l)ilsi .
It follows that if we identify anR-module .-l with R @:‘)R -4, then the kernel of 
the map .-I -. bQ,, , c)R 4-l is equal to lJt {a E -4 &vi’ 0 for i = I ,..., nj .: 
tJt Ann ,, I, 
DEFINITIOK. Define the torsion functor r by r(A) :- In c -4 [ f”‘n : 0 for 
some 111 0:. Since 1”’ C I, C 1’, we see that 
Z’(A) (J Ann 4 1, Ker(A ---f Q+i !; R -4). 
\Z’e say that .-1 is a J‘-torsion module if .-I ~~ f(A). 
I,et us say that an ideal J is radically equivalent to1 if there xist positive 
integers DZand k such that J”’ C I and I” C J. Th en it is obvious that r depends 
only on the radical equivalence lass of I. In a Noetherian ring two ideals arc 
radicallv equivalent ifand only if they have the same radical. 
It is clear that I’is left exact. \Ve define Hr’ to be the ith right derived functor 
of r. T\‘e observe that Hro = r because r is left exact. The following theorem 
was proved in a slightly different way in [6]. 
‘I’HEOREM 10. 
Mri(A) z Tor~QK, A) Vi I- 0. 
ZIZ pmticular, l’(d) e Tor, R(K, A), H&4) s K @JR A, and H,y.4) :-= 0
Vi ;, II. Ti7us Tor,*(K, A) is II r-torsion module Vi. 
Proof. Since the standard resolution fK given by Theorem 9 is a flat 
resolution of K, it follows that TorjR(K, --‘I) is the ith homology module of the 
complex: 
In particular Tor,R(K, A) =: 0 Vj ;- n; and 
by the preceding remarks. 
Let C be an injective R-module, and suppose if n. Since Tor commutes with 
direct limits we have ToriR(K, C) = L& ToriR(R!I,, C). By Theorem 2, 
ToriR(R,il, , C) e: Extn-i(R/I,, C) = 0; and thus ToriR(K, C) ::: 0 for i 7,’ II. 
1Vc define a connected sequence of covariant functors { T7) by- 
1; =: Torie.i(K, -) for i 22 0. 
Since ‘I’or,“(h-, ) 0 for ; I ~1, \vc see that T,, is left exact. Furthermore 
T&4) f(A) I-I,.“(A), and FZi vanishes on injective modules for i : 0. 
Therefore, by, the general theory of right derived functors we ha\e l’, If,.’ 
for all i. 
Because of its definition as the ith right derived functor of I’, lf, )(=I) is a 
factor module of a r-torsion module. ‘l’hus ZZ,‘(J) isa I’-torsion m dule. 
DEFISITI~S. i I,et zcd,--4 denote the zreal~ dimension of =I, and let Ird,=I 
denote the projective dimension of -4. 
Proof. ‘I’hc standard resolution f h- shows that .zctl,Zi I/ ; ‘Uld 
Tor,zR(A, -4) Z(,4) shows that WC/,$ IZ. Therefore zclf,li n. 
Sow it is well known that if ,Y is a multiplicatively closed set generated by d 
single lement, then hd,R, . . 1 (see [6, Lemma 3.21). Thus the standard 
resolution of ZC shows that hd,K -1, 11. But hd,K ‘I wd,K, and hence hd,K II. 
An important technical result about ZC that we shall need for further devclop- 
merits is the following theorem: 
7’HEORERI 12. .Ann, Z, R/I, . 
Proof. ‘This is [6, Lemma 2.21. 
DEFIKITIO~~. Let .4 be an R-module, and let xbe the product s = x1x, ‘. s,~ 
The maps cut: Ann,, I,,-, L Ann,., I given by multiplication by s give rise to the 
inverse limit L@(Ann, I,). A sequence n’ =~- (:a,> of elements a, of .1 is in 
L$(Ann, If) if and only if a, E Ann., I, and xatil r: a, for all t. \\‘e define a
homomorphism E,< : Hom,(k’, -4) ---)r Lim(Ann, It) by c,.,(f) <f( 1 $- Zf)j for 
allf~ Hom,(ZC, =1). Since we identify 1 -i- I, in k’ with s I Z, +r , it is clear that 
61 is a well-defined R-homomorphism. 
‘L’HEORERI 13. c,,: Hotn,(ZC, -4) -P Lim(Ann, ZJ is an isonzovphisrn. 
c 
ZV)roo~. Supposefr Ker E,,,; thenf( 1+ Z,) == 0 Vt, and since k’ :-- (Jt R/Z, ) we 
havef = 0. 
Let at :- (a,) t- L$(Ann.,, I,), and dcfinefE Hotn,(K, z4) byf(r of I,) :- VU, 
for Y E R. If Y + I, =- s ~1~~ I,, ( for some s E R, then I {- I, ~- rxiz -j- I,, kshows 
that s Yd E I,,, .Thus wt. k = Y.&z~~. k =: ra, , and we see that f is a well- 
defined R-homomorphism. Obviously ~,~(f) 7: nK, establishing that l ,., is an 
isomorphism. 
hFIXITIOr;S. iYe define the I-adic topology onan R-module nl by letting the 
submodules jZP7A} be a system of neighborhoods of0 in A. Any ideal that is 
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radically equivalent toI gives rise to the same topolog)-. 1:urthermore if we take 
the submodules {I$) as a system of neighborhoods of0 in ,-I WC get the same 
topology. 
\\‘e define thefunctor A by letting A(=l) he th e completion f -4 in the I-adic 
topology. Itis a standard result that if we take the inverse system (A/1, A ---f 
A4/Z,A] given by the canonical projections, then A(il) is the inverse limit of this 
system: J-4) g L@ A/1,4. Thus a sequence Cz r <n, :- 1,*-I; (where CI[ E-4) 
is in A(A) if and only if a, I i --- n, EIJ for all f:> 0. It is clear that A depends 
only on the radical equivalence lass of I. 
\\‘e define a natural transformation of functors: qA: A(_4) + HomR(K, K l+ylR A)
as follows. Let ~5 =: (a, -I- If-g: E A(-4) then define: ?.,((i)( I ~-~ I,) =:= (1 -:- f,) @ n, 
for all t. 
It is easily verified that v,, is a well-defined R-homomorphism. 
'I'HEQREM 14. If F is a free R-module, then TV: A(F) -, Hom,(K, K CgR F) is 
un isomorphism. 
I+or!f. Suppose j E Ker 7F , where J r: \,J’< :- I,?‘, with y! G F and 
_\‘r. 1 1, t I,F for all t. Let {&i. be a free basis of F. Then y, --: x, r,,,Z, , 
where r/,, E R, and, for any given t, Ye,,, :0 except for a finite number of Y’S, 
Since J E Kcr qr, we have 
It follows that r,x,( EI, for all o(, and hence yr E 1,F for all t. Thus f 0, and ux 
see that qF is 1-l. 
Ixt f E Hom,(K, K ~@)a F); then by Theorem 13, f corresponds toby :~- 
b, t I,$n(AnnKErI,) where f( 1-+ It) :~= b, Now h,‘:-- 1, (k,,,, 6: Z,?) where 
I<,,, E h is 0 except for afinite number of 0~‘s. Becausel,b, =:0, we have I$,,, == 0 
for all 2. Thus by Theorem 12, k,,, ER/I,; that is, k,,, q r,,, ;-I, for some 
Y,.~ E K. It follows that b, :-= (I + It) @j (zti r,,,Z,). 
Let l’f I,, r ,,,, Z , and define-V ~~ ‘~9~ + I$‘,. If j t A(F). then 
r,&)(l + II) =-- (1 em I,) @yl =:: b, =~m .f( 1.- I,), 
and hence qF(J) = f, completing the proof that or is an isomorphism. Hence all 
that remains to be done is to prove that 9 E A(F); i.e., thaty(. , - y, E I,F for all t. 
By Theorem 13, xb,-, ~~~ 6, : 0. Since sb,~_, =_ (s I, I) :$ y,. , : 
(I -+ I,) @ yt +, , w-e have 
cL =: c {[(Y,,,,, - Y,,*) + I,] @ Z,‘,. 
Therefore (Y~,(+~ - T*,~) E 1, for all a, and hence yl+i - y1 t^ Z,F. 
Remarks. If we take P R, then ‘l’heorem 14gives us a ring isomorphism 
qR: A(R) --z Ilom,(K, K) that is the same as [6, Theorem 2.31. 
c shall that an R-module =1 is A-complete if -4 is is(l~,::::‘:‘A(~,, 
‘[‘he n xt Theorem show that he A-completion fan R-module is A-complete. 
TIIEOIWM 15. I,et .-i -- ‘l(A); then ;!:/,LI hx .-l/I,-4 for all t. This hozcs that 
fl(A(:l)) T: A(A-l); i.e., that 11(.-J) is A-complete. 
Ploqf. l+i an integer s .‘., 0 and define A: -4 --f AJ,lI,,-2 by A(a) :: 2 + I,,J, 
where d is the constant sequence G -~ N I,.-1 of the element a5~ .-I. Sow 
h(lSA-l) Z,J(=I) = 0 because I, annihilates ..?‘I,5.-?. ‘Therefore, I,<-4 C KU A. 
On the other hand, suppose that ot Ker A; i.c., ciFI,.q. Since the sth component 
of an element of I,,4 is 0, xvc hal-e u t 1.:4. ‘l’hcrcfore, I.--I Kcr A. 
\\‘e shall nest prove that X is onto, thus proving that X induces the required 
isomorphism. Let h‘ E-7; then X b, I,.4 ,\~hcrc 6, c .J and h, ,, h, 17 1,.-I. 
A4ppl!-ing this uccessively to h,. ,, 17, ”~...( k / ( we ~‘111 ITrite  
2. I<-‘l’oKsros-F1u:1: Ii-sloncI.Ps 
DEFIKITIOSS. \I‘c shall say that an K-mod& .-I is K-torsion-free if 
ToriR(K, -3) 0 for all i ~,,’ 0; and n-e shall sa- that -4 is K-dicisible if 
E~l,‘(K, -4) 0 for all i ;‘- 0. Tl K analogy with integral domains is obvious. 
Theorem 19 will shoay that k’ depends only kn the radical equivalence lass of 1, 
and not on the R-sequence IS, ..., X7,) used to define K. Thus the propert)- of 
being K-torsion-free, or K-divisible, will depend only on the radical equivalence 
class of I. 
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I-XAMPI.ES. (1) If d is flat, hen of course r3 is K-torsion-free. 
(2) Suppose{s, ,..., x,)- is an A-sequence; then {xl’,. .., ~,‘j is an A-sequence 
b!- Theorem l(2). Hence, using Theorem 7( 1), and the fact hat Tor commutes 
with direct limits, we see that A is K-torsion-free. 
(3) If il is injective, then of course A is K-divisible. 
(4) \Ve shall prove in Theorem 43 that if {.x1 ,..., x,J is an AJ-cosequence, 
then =1 is K-divisible. The difficulty in the proof arises from the fact hat E;xt 
does not behave well with respect to direct limits. 
11.e shall prove the converse of (2), if =1 is A- complete; and we shall prove the 
converse of (4), if A is r-torsion. !Ve shall also prove that K is K-divisible, and
that tho ring A(R) is K-torsion free. 
THEOREM 16. Let 0 --j ,4 + B --f C be an exact sequence ofR-modules. 
(I ) If B aud C are K-torsion-free, therr -4 is also h--torsion-free. 
(2) JfA4 and B are K-divisible, then C is also h’-divisible. 
(3) If A and C are h--torsion-free (o  h*-divisible), th n B is also K-torsiorl- 
free (01. K-divisible). 
I’roo$ The proof is a trivial consequence of the long csact sequences for 
‘TorR(he. -)and I%t,(K, ). 
‘I’HI~OHI~ 17. Let k & 0 be an integer; then ‘I’or,R(K, .-l) -: Ofnu,- all i k if 
and OH& (f l’or, R(R:I, , -4) =-; 0for all i .; k and all t. 
I’~oof. Suppose ToriR(R/l, , =1) =~~ 0 for all i 1 k and all t. Since K 
Lim R/I, and Tor commutes with direct limits, we have ToriK(K, A) =z 0 for 
,ii+i Ii. 
C’onversely, suppose Tor,X(K, L-1) = 0 f or all i Z k. Since rcri,K : 12 1~~ 
Theorem I I and udRR I, II by ‘I’hcorcm 2,WC‘ can assume that k .‘. n. 
Suppose that k = n. By Theorem 10, WC ha\-e 0 -- TorrtR(K, :I) ‘- r(,-i). F-Ience 
bl- ‘I’heorem 2,Tor,LR(R!I, , A) 2 Ann,, I, C r(,-1) : 0. Thus wc can assume 
that k . I II, and we proceed b!- induction II -~ k. 
Take an exact sequence 0 - ,J - J<,, r _ 4, ---z 0 IThere k’,, is an injecti\Tc 
cnvclope of A. Since r(d) : 0 as 11-c have shown, and Z$ is an essential cxtcnsion 
of. I, WC have r(E,J = 0. Thus, using ‘I’heorem 2,
If i ,c II, then by Theorem 2, TorzR(R/Jt , R,,) z Est:-i(RI, , E,J = 0 because 
F is injectivc. Therefore, TorzR(R/I, , E,,) :-= 0 for all i -;, 0. Hence, by the 
f;:‘st paragraph of the proof, ToriR(K, E,J 7 0 for all i1;: 0. 
\\‘e now have To~T!~(K, A,) z% Tor,R(K, -4) r. 0 for all i ;Z k. Thus by 
induction N I<, ‘I’or;, ,(R,I, , -4,) : 0 for all i>;. ii. But Tarp, (R’I, , A,) 9 
Tor,R(R/I, , .4), and so the latter is0 for all i. k. 
THEoREnl 18. 77ie foihwing sfute?nent.s are eyuiza/ent: 
(I) A is K-torsion-free. 
(2) ‘I’or,R(K,‘I, , .- ): Ofor all i : 0 and all t. 
(3) TorjX(R/l, A-I) : 0 for all i ~11' 0. 
(4) If 0 - A + B,, -+ R, --f ... is N ?ni?zimul injectice resolution of A, then 
r(E,) =: Ofor all i II I. 
Proqf. (I) c.- (2). This is a consequence of Theorem 17. 
(2) -- (3). This is a trivial implication. 
(3) .:- (4). \\-e break the injectivc resolution f A into short exact 
sequences: 0 --f -4, - + I:‘, + -4;. , ---f 0 where A,, := .-I and Rj is an injectivc 
en\-elope of-4; ,By Theorem 2 we have I:xtRi(R/I, A) s Torfl.-,(R/I, A) = 0 for 
i : !I. Since Hom,(H,I, .-I) 0, and I:‘,, is an essential extension f-4, xv-e have 
Hom,( R I, E,,) 0. Therefore, I‘(&,) 0. Suppose that we have proved that 
r(E,) ~~ 0 for all j ii II I. Then Hom,(R/l, Ek) =- 0, and hence 
HomR(K’I, .4,, . ) 2 llxt,<‘(R, 1. -4,,) :-’ lC~t~“(R/I, .-I) 0. Because I:‘,, .  is an 
essential extension f.4,, , WC have Hom,(H’I, 6,. ,) 0, and thus T(Ei, ) 0. 
Therefore. r(E,) 0 for all j ?I I. 
(4) -:- (2). Since r(I:‘,) 0for allj II I , \vc have 110111,(K,1, , E’,) 0 
for all t. Now Est,‘(R:l, , -4) is the ith cohomology module of the complex: 
Since the first II terms of this comples arc’ 0, we have I<xt,i(K/I, , .-I) 0 fol 
j ! n. Hence by Theorem 2 we have ‘I’oriR(R/I, , : )c ICxti ‘(R/Z, , A) 0 for 
i ’ 0. 
THEOREM 19. Suppose that -4 is K-torsion-free, and let 0+ .-I --r E,, -* I:‘, - t ‘. 
be a minimal injectire resolution of A. Then the.fofollozuing me true state?nents: 
(1) T(Ei) =- 0 for i .‘. n -~ 1, and if -4,, is the iwqe oj. E,,, , in I?,,  the?! 
r(&) z K 6j.:R .-I. 
(2) ExtRi(K, d) : = 0 for all ij= 71. 
(3) Ext,“(k’, iI) g Hom,(K, K @R ~4). 
Proof. (1) We have r(E;) == 0 f or all i-1 II --- 1by Theoretn 18. Since I’is 
left exact, we have an exact sequence: 0 --f IJrl,) --f F(E,,) -+ r(E,,,). Because 
r(E,-,) = 0, the definition of Hrn as the nth right derived functor of I’ shows 
that H,“(A) s r(A,). But by Theorem 10, H,“(i2) z K OR A; and thus WY 
have K OR A s T(z~,~). 
(2) B! definition Est,a(K, ii) is the ith cohomology module of the complex: 
0 --> Hom,JK, &) --f Hom,(k’, B,) -7 .... Since li is a r-torsion R-module, we 
have Honr,(K, Ei) = Hom,(K, r(‘i)) = 0 for i ‘.I )I ~- I. Therefore, 
&t,“(K, -4) =- 0 for i ( II - 1. Of course EstRz(K, A4) = 0 for i _‘, II because 
hd,li II by Theorem 1 I. 
(3) Because H()m,(K, En_,) : 0 and Horn,(h’, -~-~) isleft exact, the 
preceding paragraph shows that 
hst,ic(A, -4) -.- Ker(Hom,(K, f:‘,,) - Hom,(& I:‘,, -i)) -7 Hom,(k’, 4,). 
Hut Hom,(li. -I,,) :- Hom,(K, I’(&)) g Hom,(K, K isx -4) by (1). Therefore, 
I<st,“(K, -4) G- Hom,(A7, K OR =3). 
Remarks. If we take A == K, then we get r(A.) g K. This proves that K is 
independent of the R-sequence [x1 ,..., xn> and depends only on the radical 
equivalence lass of 1, for this is what determines r.
INFINITIVES. I&O-> PLF & A --r 0 be an csact sequence of R-modules. 
Then we have a sequence A(P) -+d1(8) A(F) +A(l) A(A) - 0 that is not necessarily- 
exact. It is easy to see, however, that A(f) ‘: 15on t o; and that Im A(g) C Ker A( f ). 
Nevertheless, MY can define the connected sequence of covariant functors {ilr,^j- 
by letting II, ^be the ith left derizedfunctor of A.Then H,,^ is right exact, but in 
general Zi,,^ A. If we take F to be free in the above sequence, then Zi,^(.-!) .g 
A(F);Im A(~?). Since AC4) s A(F)/Ker A(f), and Im /‘l(.:() C KerA(f), we 
see that ne have an exact sequence: 1ft,^(,4) 4 A(=I) --f 0. 
‘lhI:Ow~I 20. There are natural isomorpkisms: 
ff,-(A) =z Est’f;‘(h-, 24) for all i .O 
In purticular, H ,^(A) s Hom,(A7, 4), H,^(4) -z Ext,“(K, .4), and 1?,^(~1) ==0 
-for all i . . n. 
I’Yo$ \\.e define the connected sequence of functors [S’J hv Si : 
Est;I~ ‘(K. --). Since hd,K = = n by Theorem 11, S0 is right exact. Let F be a free 
R-module. Then by Theorem 19, S,(F) =: 0 Vi ;i’- 0,and 
S,(F) s Hom,(K, 6 OR I;‘). 
By Theorem 14, Hom,(K, K BRF) is naturally isomorphic to A(F). Thus 
.S,(F) 2.A(F) g H,^(F). It follows from the general theory of functors that 
.S, - lfiA for all i> 0. 
TIIEORE~LI 21. Let A be a h7-torsion-free K-module. Then the following 
statements are true: 
(I) If 0 --f I’ - P + *.I ~~-f 0 is arz~~ exact sequence of ii-nmtirtles, t/w 
0 - A(P) --f l(F) --f J-4) - + 0 is exact. 
(2) Iist,“(h-, . I) ” ff,,^(A) _’ /l(A). 
Proof. (I) IS!- ‘I’heorem 18, we ha\c ‘I’or,R(R/I, . .4): 0 for all t. ‘l’herefore 
the sequence: 
is exact. It follows readilv that if we consider I’ as a submodule of F. then 
I,F n P 2: I,P for all t. [‘sing this fact, it follows by an easy calculation that 
0 4 A(P) ---f A(F) -+ A(A) -h 0 is exact. 
(2) If we take F to be a free R-module in (I), then it follows immediatcl\~ 
from the Remarks after the definition of H,,^, that the exact sequence of (I’) 
implies that II,,^(,-I) E A(.-l). \Ve ha\-e Est,“(K, .4) g I-I,,^(.-i) by Theorem 20. 
Kenzavlis. ‘Theorem 21 actualI\- shows that if .-I is XI-torsion-free, then 
A(A) cz Hom,(K, A k’ ,I( - -I), for the latter module is isomorphic to&t,“(k-. -4) 
by Theorem 19. Non-ever, we shall prove a sharper esult in ‘I’heorem 24 I?! 
showing that the natural transformation 77 ,:/l(A) p Hom,(K, K t;‘K .-I) is an 
isomorphism if -4 is k--torsion-free. 
t .l(I’,,,) f “’ p A(f’,) + A(f’(,) --b 0
,for 011 i. 
Proof. Bp Thcor-cm 21, !i,,^(P,) CT-A(PI); and bl- Theorems IY and 20, 
H,*(P,) :~: 0 for all j 0 and for all iS. 0. The Theorem now follows from the 
general theory of dcriv ed functors. 
THEOREM 23. Jf .I is he-torsimt-frer, then he i~-~.R .-Iis h--dirisihle. 
I'mof. If wc tensor the standard resolution f rKeith -4 ne obtain ;I scqucnce: 
(1) 0 -of .‘I --of ,, 1 gx A - “. --, 0” @jR .-I --t K ! *JR ril ---f 0.
For i -/ 0, the ith homology module of this equence is ToriR(K, A) which 
is 0 if A is K-torsion-free. H nce (1) is an exact sequence. 
Sow if 11 is a product of some of the xi’s, and S ==: (t,““), themultiplicativ-cl! 
closed set generated by y, then multiplication by 3’ is an isomorphism on 
R, ox A, and yt annihilates R/I,. Therefore Tor,R(R/I, , R, [3R -4) =L 0 for 
all i. Since by Theorem 9 each (Ii s a finite direct sum of R-modules of the form 
R, , w have TorzR(R/l, , Qj OK A) = 0 f or all iand all t. ‘I’hus byTheorem 18, 
Qj Gd,R _4 is K-torsion-free for allj. Since 4 is also K-torsion-free, it follows from 
Theorem 22 that HjA(K @R il) is the jth homology module of the complex: 
0 - ‘q-l) -+ /I@,! L (2R -4) --+ “. + A(& c-1 R -4) -~+ 0. 
But since Ii, (aR -4 is divisible by y, we have L~(R,~ \jjR -4) -- 0. Therefore 
ll(Qj i: R -4) =- 0 for allj. It follows that H,^(K I-’ (.qR A) =- 0 Vj I’- II. Hence b> 
‘I’heor~n~ 20 we have Eut,l(K, Ii (t,mK A4) = fit ,(K ,CilR .-I) 0 for all i~,’ 0. 
‘I’hcrefore. K @lR 4 is K-divisible. 
Kunmks. Theorem 23 shows that an>- direct sum of copies of K is K-divisible. 
‘I’I1JX~RESI 24 (I&t kprcsentation Theorem). Ij’ .4 is K-torsion-frer, tfieti 
17 (: -J.-I) --f Hom,(A, K (~sJR -4) is m isomorphism. 
Proof, A4ssume that -4 is K-torsion-free, 
0 ---f I” t F 
and take an exact sequence: 
- -4 - 0, where F is free. Since Tor,R(K, .-I) 0 we have an exact 
sequence 0 -+ K $\R 1’ + K CTR I; - K !xR L4 4 0. \\.c have a commutative 
dia,gram: 
‘I’hc top row is exact by Theorem 21( 1). KIow P is K-torsion-free by Theorem 
I6( I). Hence Ikt,l(K, K eR P) = 0 by Theorem 23. Thus the bottom row is 
exact. II!. Theorem 14, yF is an isomorphism. Therefore 7 , is onto. Hut then T~, 
is onto hccause P is also K-torsion-free. In this ituation 77ris seen to be an 
isomorphism. 
rhJEOREII 25. Lut [.-!,I hen collectiotl of H-nrotlult~. T/WI: 
(1) nT -4, is K-torsion-free if rind only if ever! --I,, isk--torsion-fsee. 
(2) 1 c: .4, is h--torsion-free if nd on/y if ewry A4 \ is h--torsion-free. 
PI-oaf. (I) I’sing l’hcorem 2, QY ha\-c 
‘I’c,r,R jR I, 11 -4,) 2 I:st;-’ (R I, n .4,) 
2 n Est’; ~‘(I~ ,.-I,) ‘”n ‘ror,R(R I,-3,). 
Statcmcnt (I) now follows immediatelv from Theorem lg. 
(2) Since Tor commutes with direct sums, \vc have ‘I’or,R(hv, x @ -4,) 
z ‘I‘c~r, “( K, .4 ,). Thus statement (2) is obvious. 
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THEOREM 26. Jf ,-I is k--dizGible, then Hom,(K, A) is K-tor.sion-jire. 
Prollf. 
C’nse 1. .-i m_ I:‘,, is injecti\-e. 
By Theorem 4, TorjX(R,‘l, Hom,(k-, I:‘,,)) 2 Hom,(I:st,‘(R,I, A), /:(,,). Hence 
by Theorem 18, it is sufficient to prove that I%t,‘(R,‘I, K) 0 for all i 0. 
Since Est,‘(f2/1, K) y= Torlj ;(R:/, XI) by ‘I’heorem 2,it is sutficicnt to pro1.c 
that ‘I’orjX(R,I, K) 0 for; ,; II. 
Sow the standard resolution of K is a flat resolution, a dhenw ‘I’oI-,“(R I, K)
is the jth homolop module of the complex: 
If y is a product of some of the s,‘s, and 5’ I r’ “‘1 is the multiplicati\ cl\,closed 
set generated 1~~ 13, then R, (?,J, R.1 : 0. Since each Qj is a direct sun of . -, 
modules of the form fi,y by ‘I’heorem 9,we ha\.c <Ii f>lx R I 0. Therefore 
‘TorjR(R,‘I, K) 0 for i II, completing C’ase I. 
C’nse II. ‘I’he gcncral cast. 
Take an exact sequence: 0 -it .-l -+ E,, + -4, + 0 where I:,, isan injcctivi 
R-module. ‘I’hen -4, is K-divisible y Theorem 16(2). Because ICst,‘(K, A) 0. 
~YC have an exact seqtlcncc: 
It folloxs from Cast I that we have isomorphisms 
for all i ; 0. Since ~cd,K II by Theorem 1 I, and .-1 and .I, are both 
K-divisible, an obvious induction based on the previous isomorphisms proves 
that Tor,R(K, Hom,(K, :I)) =m- 0f or all i :I 0, that is, Hom,(K. -4) is K-torsion- 
free. 
DEFINTI~S. \Ye define a natural transformation of functors 6 1 : A K 
Hom,(K, .-I) ---+ r(.-f) he defining for each R-module .-I an R-homomorphism 
0.,(y ;3f) = -f(y) for y E K and f~ Hom,(K, -3). Since K is J I’-torsion 
R-module, the image of 0, is contained inf‘(A), and thus 0, is wll defined. 
T’HEOREM 27. Let C be CJ?Z itzjectiw R-module. Tiwn 8( : K / ,~jR Hom,(K, C‘) l 
T(C) is nn isom~rph~.wr. 
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Proof. Let s =-= srx.J ..’ .Y’,~ be the product of the sI’s, and &: R/I, --f R/l,+, 
the mappings defining k-as L$ R/I, . \\‘e recall that dl( 1;- It) = s + I, T t . 
\Ve define 0,: R/I, OR Hom,(k’, C) ---f Ann, I, by 8,(( 1 I,) @f) = .f( 1 + 1,) 
for .f~ Hom,(K, C). \Ye also define i,: An+ I, + Ann,- I,, to be the inclusion 
map. Then vve have a commutati~~e diagram: 
The direct limit on the left side is A [,c‘~~ Hom,(k’, C’), and the direct limit on the 
right side is T(C). 1Ioreo\.er, themap L$ 8, between these two limits is clcarl! 
0,. Hence to prove that 0,. is an isomorphism, itis sufficient to prove that 8, 
is an isomorphism for each f. 11-e shall factor 0, into a product of two isomor- 
phisms, and this will prove the theorem. 
In the first place uc have an isomorphism 
CT,: R*/, ~5)~ Hom,(k, C) + Hom,(Hom,(R:I, K), C) 
giv-en by Theorem 4. In the second place vv-e define 
4,: Hom,(Hom,(R~I, k), C) - Ann,. 1, 
as follows. Ifj, is the inclusion mapj,: R/I, mm+ K, and if h: Hom,(R/I, k’) - C, 
we define cl,,(h) = h( j,). It is straightforward to verify that 0, = Q!J~ . oi . In order 
to complete the proof of the Theorem, we shall prove that I,!J, is anisomorphism. 
Suppose h t Ker v’,, . Let <y E Hom,(R1, , K). Since Ann,I, == R/I, lx 
Theorem 12, we have g( 1 + I,) I’ J- I, for some Y E R. ‘I’herefore g = q,‘, 
and so h(~) = rh(j,) L= qbt(h) := 0. ‘Thus k 0, and vve have Ker I/J~ 7:0. 
I,ct aE Anq I, , and define X: R/I, - l C by A( I I,) a. \\‘c define 
Iz: Hom,(R/I, hy) + C as follows. If<? E Hom,(R/I,, K), then h(g) X(g( 1~. 1,)). 
Since ,g( 1 ! I,) Er\nn, I, by Theorem 12, I/ is well defined. \Ve have 
‘I’herefore, #t is an isomorphism. 
‘I‘HEOREM 28 (Second Representation ‘I’heorem). Let .;I be a K-diuisz’ble 
R-module. Then: 
(I) 0,: K @jR Hom,(K, .-I) + r(,-l) isan isomouphism. 
(2) Jfe + -4 ---f E” -+ E, ---f . ” is atr inject& resolution of-4, then r(.4) is 
h--dirisihle, and B - r(A) -+ r(I$) + r(E,) --f ‘. is exact. 
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(3) TorjR(K, -1) -. O.for j _/’ II. 
(4) //T(A) is h--t onion-free and he-Auisible. 
Proof. (I) Take an cvact sequence H-+ .I --, A’,, + --I, - 0 where E,r is 
an injcctivc R-module. Bv Theorem 16(2), .-I, is also K-divisible. Since 
I.st,‘jh-, .-I) 0 % 1 \\c 1ave an esact sec~ll”l”‘: 
0 l HomR(K, --J) + Hom,(K, R,,) --f Hom,(K, --Jr) .-+0. 
By Theorem 26, Hom,(K, --I,) isK-torsion-free, and thus if we tensor the pre- 
ceding sequence with K it remains czact. Thus the top row of the following 
commutative diagram is exact: 
The bottom row of the diagram is exact because r is left exact. 
By Theorem 27, 8,,, is an isomorphism. Itfollows that HI is 1-I. Since A1 is 
also K-divisible, w  see that 0,,, is I-l by the same argument. But then the 
diagram shows that tl,, isan isomorphism. Similarly, 8 , is an isomorphism. 
Therefore, WC can conclude that r(Z$) - F(.-I,) is onto. 
(2) UTe break the injective r solution up into short exact sequences: 
0 4 A4, - Ei --+ -Ai .1 --f 0, where -4” : /;1 and E, is an injective R-module. 
Since =li is K-divisible by repeated applications f Theorem 16(2), the last 
sentence of (1) shows that 
is exact. This is clearly equivalent tothe esactness ofthe sequence 0 -of I’(:]) +
r(E,) --f r(E,) - F “‘. 
Xow Hom,(K. .-I) isK-torsion-free hv Theorem 26. Hence b\. Theorem 23, 
K OR Hom,(K, .J) is K-divisihle. Since b, is an isomorphism by(I), wc see that 
r(-4) is K-divisible. 
(3) BJ- the definition of the right derived functors of I‘, it follows that 
Fl,.i(A) is the ith homology module of the compks: 0 + I’(]:‘,,) m+ !‘(I?,) l ..‘. 
Thus (2) shows that Ilri(.d) = :0 for i ,’ 0. By Theorem IO, H,‘(A) - 
Tort ,(K, -4), and so TorjR(K. -I) 0 for j ,’ 12. 
(4) BI\- Theorem 16(2), .-I /I’(A) is K-divisible. ‘I’herefore, 
1)~ (3). l‘sing ‘I’heorem 10, NT have Tor,lR(K, -4,‘r(d)) -2 I’(.4 ‘1’(A)) 2:0. Thus 
_ 1 !ZJ,4) is K-torsion-free. 
11-c sum up some of the preceding results inthe following ‘l’heorem. 
‘l’llIiOKE31 29. (I) If -4 is K-torsion-free, then K l&R _ 4 is I’-torsiorr, K-dkisible; 
ml 1~1(,4) > IHom,(K, K i:i H --1) is K-torsion-fwe utdA-rorflpletz. 
(2) Jf .4 is K-dkisible, then Hom,(K, A) is he-torsion+ee atld ~l-c~v~~plete; 
t/m/ I‘(. 1)_- I< fy R Hom,(K, A) is r-torsion, K-dkisible. 
f’~mj. r\ll of the statements have been proved in ‘I’heorcm 15, 23, 24, 26, and 
28 with the exception f the assertion that if A is K-di&iblc, then Hom,,(li, -4) 
is A~l-con~plete. J\.e prove this as follows. Let C’ := Hom,(K, -4); then C is 
K-torsion-free 1’~~ Theorem 26, and hence A(C) ::x Hom,(K, K (?jR C’) by 
7'11eor-em 24. Now k' eR c K f;)R Hom,(h-, A-f) T r(.I) by ‘lY~eorem 28. 
Thus A(<‘) ‘-J HomK(K, r(A)) _z H om,(K, -4) C’, showing that C is A1-coni- 
pletc. 
11-e forma!ize these results still further in the following ‘I’heorem. 
1)w7xrrrcI~,~. Let(1 be the category qfK-torsion-free, il-complete R-modules. 
a11d Ict .H bc the cateCyory f I‘-torsion, h--diCsible R-nmdules. Then A7 t“ ,< .: 
(1 F A’ is a functor from a to g’, and HomK(K, -): :&’ -+ n is a functor from .N 
to (1. If 4 is an R-module in either category, and the appropriate functor is 
applied, 11-e shall call the result .4’, the k’-llw/ of .4. 
‘~‘kll~ORF.ht 30. (I) k’ & --: 11 - :a is an isonzorphis~t~ oj. mtegorie.5 dose 
imuse is Hom,(K, --): .9? + a; i.e., the composite ineither ovder is isomorphic 
to the idmtit~~,functor. Thus A e A” for A in either category. 
(2) !f -4 and B aye it1 the same category, then Hom,(A, R) 2 Hom,(.4’, B’). 
Z’roqf. (1) l’his results from Theorem 15, 23, 24, 26, 28, and 29. 
(2) This is a consequence of (1) and the canonical duality isomorphism: 
Honl,(.17, Hom,( I’, 2)) :g Hom,(X @R I-, Z) for all R-modules S, E, and Z. 
‘rIil<olir~~ 3 1. 9 has direct sums, and 0 has direct products. 
Proof, (1) Let (B,} be a collection of r-torsion, K-divisible R-modules, and 
let B : 7 1 E R, . By Theorem 29(2), we have B, = K @:R -4, , where -4, is 
K-torsion-free, and A-complete. Let A :m= C @ -4,; then by Theorem 25(2), A is 
K-torsion-free. H nce by Theorem 29(l), K OR A is F-torsion a d K-divisible. 
Rut 
(2) I,et [=In) be a collection of k-torsion-free, ;l-complete H-~nvdules. 
and let -4 n -4, Uy Theorem 29(l), wehave -4, : : Hom,(K, R,), where R, is 
f-torsion a d K-diGible. Let N : n H, Since Est,(K, ) commutes with 
direct products, R is K-divisible. IIcncc by ‘I’heorcm 29(2), IIom,(K, B) is 
K-torsion-free and /l-complete. Hut Hom,(K, B) Horn,@-! n R,J I 
n Hom,(K. H,) hm n -4, A. Th u\ 0 : I las direct products. 
Proof. (1) :: (3). Since &-l is A-divisible, I<xt,‘(K. .-I) 0 for all i 0. Hut A 
is K-tc;rsic,n-free and thus Est,“(K, -4) 0 h!- ‘I’heorem 19(Z). 
(3) -1 (4). Since a4 is K-di\+siblc. ‘1’0r,~(K, -4) 0 for- i / II, and I’(:I) MY
K JcXjR lIom,(K, A-1) G:h tpIR Ikt,“(K, _ 1) 0 by ‘J’heol-em 28.ISy Theol-em 10, 
Torn"(K, -1) "' q--I) : 0. 
(4) 5. (2). Since ,4 is K-torsion-free, \vc have /1(.4) s IIom,(A, K 1_ K_ 1) -y. 
Horn,(K) Tor,,R(K, -4)) : 0 bl; Theorem 24. Hut the kcrncl of =1 t .,1(--I) is 
n I,-], and hcncc _ I --= n (1[-4) C LI C d. 
(2) G- (1). Since -4 is K-torsion-fret, \vc ha\-c Icxt,‘(K, -1) = : 0 for i ,/’ II 
and Ikt,“(K, d) gy Hom,(K, K OH 9) by ‘l’hcorem 19. But d I=: 1‘4 implies 
that z4 == 1,;3 for all f. Because K =- u Ann, I, , we have K I>.:~ ,-1 == 0, and thus 
Ext,“(K, A) = 0. Hence ,4 is also K-divisible. 
(4) .- (5) comes from Theorem 17. 
(5) <:- (8) comes from Theorem 2. 
(2) -:.~ (6) comes from ‘I’heorcm 18because Tor,,R(Rll, .4)s A/IA. 
(6) -: i(7) comes from ‘Theorem 7. 
‘I’hel-efor-c, H m,(l\)!l, A’ .1) -=0 because I:‘, 1 is an essenti;ll txtension f-1; , 
Therefore i‘(Ici- ,) y- :0. Hence I’(I:‘,) 0 for all i. 
I:s.wI’1.l:s. \\.e shall \ no 18 present some interesting a d tlseful exanlplcs of
li-modules that arc both K-torsion-free and I<-di\?sibk. 
(1) If ,Y is a multiplicati\~ely- closed subset of K that meets I, then c‘vt‘r\- 
Rs-moduit~ z-I is K-torsion-free aAcl K-&L isible b cause ‘ror,K(R.‘l, -4) - 0 for 
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(2) If (I> is one of the terms of the. standard I-esolution c:fIi, tlicn an>- 
module of the form 0, : R -4 or Hom,(Q, 1 A) is h--torsion-free and K-divisible. 
‘I’his folio\\-s from (I) and the structure of0, as given in ‘I’heorcm 9.
(3) An!- injcctivc R-module C with I’((‘) 0. 
(4) -\ny flat R-module Z’ lvith 1’ - 7 TP (or cqlli:-alcntly A‘ 1 ~.#K P J 0). 
(5) .-I T(.-1) for any K-divisible R-module A4 1,~ ‘I’hwrcm 28(4). 
(6) If .-4 is K-torsion free and n (l,A-1) = 0, then -4 CA(A) and ./l(.4)/Af 
is A--torsion-free and K-divisible. Forthe kernel of the canonical map -4 -+ A(,l) 
is n (Z,.4). andthus -4 C A(A). Hy ‘Theorem 29( 1). AcA-l) isK-torsion-free. ‘Thus 
lixt,fi . -) vanishes on A-I and /l(A) for i -I’ IL by Theorem 19(2). Hence 
Est,‘ih, A1(.4)j’.1) r 0 for iml- II, n ~~- I. Sow 0 -+ .-I + AA(.-I) f fl(A-l)Ll - 0 is 
;i A--torsion-free resolution of A(A3)!. I,and tl us bv ‘I’hcorems 2 I, 22, and 15 UT _
haw Ikt,‘(k‘. A(,-2)/=1) = 0 for i II, 11 ~~ 1. It follows from Theorem 32, that 
_ 1(--l) :I is K-torsion-free and R-divisible. 
Revin/-ks. Itis clear from ‘I’heorem 7 that if f’is aflat R-module \\ ith I’ IP. 
then i,vl ,__,, .\.,,I is a P-sequence; while if (’ is an ill.iectivc R-module Lzith 
T(C) ,’ 0, then ix1 . . . . . .Y,ji, ’ is a C-cosequcncc. ‘I’his section n-ill sho~v that hcrc 
are many other R-modules bvith these properties. In particular, with 1’ and C. as 
dcscribvd I.1 . 1 1 >..., s,,J ’ is a tl(P)-sequence, and a T(C)- coscquenc~. \\-c note that 
if R is a Soetherian ring, and C‘ is an injccti1.e R-module, then it is tx~v to set 
that r(C) is also an in.jective R-module. 
A%nother aim of this section, besides howing the ubiquity of A-modules 
admitting [.Y, ,..., s ,: as a sequence (or cosequencc), is to show that for , l-com- 
plete R-modules (or T-torsion K-modules) the property of admitting {,Y, ,..., ,x,[: 
as a sequence (or a cosequence) does not depend on the sequence ‘Y (.1 (...( s,,~: 
itself, but depends onI\- on whether or not the R-module is K-torsion-free (or
K-divisible), conditions that depend onI>- on the radical equivalence lass of 1. 
IhFISITIOx. I,ct R = R,‘(s,), and let .F~ ,..., pn lx the images of .x2 ,..., Y,~ 
~~ in R. Then (.T? ,_, ,, .mj ‘. ISan R-sequence, and hence WC can construct the analog 
of km o~c’r R, nnd call it K; that is K == Lim R/J, , whcrc ,fl &‘,. ., .m’). 
+ 
!>l’~l~I~rrohY. 1,ctK -~~ R (S,), let AL’ )...( x7) hethe iniafvs oi‘ .v., ~  ... .\ )) in I\‘. 
and let I = (x2 ,,.., x,,) hc the ideal generated I>\- .\ ,..., v , in R. \\.c let 
I, (*v2’ ,..., Y,,‘) and as in Theorem 36 we 1c.t A-: Lim Ril, 11.~7 define F to 
he the torsion fiinctor on R-modules determined I>!- IY;\nd vc‘ define ;1 to bt- 
the I-adic ompletion functor on R-moduks. 
I~rom,,(h-, K * -f) ” /l(A) 
l’l-ooj’. Assume that =I is ii-torsion-fl-ee and il-compkw. ‘I’hcn fI (1~4) 0 
and hence ,-I :‘~ 1,-J. By-Theorem 37(2), .x1 is not a zero dikx on .-I, and A-l,‘s,.-f 
is A-torsion-free andA-complete. Ilencc. 1’~ induction n. I Y? ,..., x,,) is an 
A4j.v,.~I-scquence. Therefore, {s, ,... , x,, iis an ~-f-sequence. 
C’onversely, assume that [.vI ,...l x,,j isan --J-sequence. ‘l’hen h!. Thcurem 7(I) 
‘I’w,~(R’Z, -1) 0 for all i-, 0. Hence A is K is K-torsion-free b\- Theorem 18. 
‘I’HbXxu3LI 39. (1) If -4 is h7-torsiotr-ft.ce trtrd--I /,I. fltett :x1 I__,( x,) I ix 
L I(,-I)-sequenre. 
(2) [f fx, )... 1 S,(j isnn _-l-seprrttre, /ten .-I is K-torsiotr-free rind (s, ,..., or,,) 
is n _ l(A)-seguenre. 
Proqf. (1) Sinw .-J IA-J. we haw _ l(A) ,’ 0. 13~. ‘!Aeorem 29(l), .4(z-J) is 
K-torsionfrec, and A-complete. Hcnw I.\., , .., T ,! is a ./I(.-I)-sequence h\- 
‘I’heor~ni 38.
(2) If [.x, ,_..l \.,,I is anA-scqucnce, thvn ‘l’or,‘~(li~I. _ J) 0 for all i 0 
\,I- ‘I’heorem 7(I). Hence A4 is K-torsion-fret II!. ‘I’heorcm 18. ‘I‘hc remainder of 
(j) no\\, follo\vs from (I). 
(3) It is clear that {s, ,..., ,v,,] ” ISan F’-sequenw (or UY could use ‘Theorem 
7(I)). Hence (3) follows from (2). 
l’roof. By Theorem 28(l), H ,: A 1 ’ ,( Hom,(K, --I) > .4 is an isomorphisni. 
Thus if n E il, there are z E K and f cc IIom,(K, &-I) such that f(z) :~ :n. Since 
IL- slK, there is an element z1 t K such that z : ‘YICl . Hence a =.f(z) ~2 
xlf(zl), showing that d := xJ. This establishes theexact sequence. 
<karly Ann-,$(x,) is a F-torsion R-module; we shall prove that it is K-divisible. 
Sow by Theorem 35, we have an exact sequence: 
Since I<xt,“(K, A) = 0 for all i =+ 0, it follows from this sequence that 
Hence if we prove that I<st,‘(K, -3) =m= 0, induction on i will show that 
Ext,i(K, d) = 0 f or all i-+ 0; i.e., that A is K-divisible. 
To prove that Est,l(K, A) =~- 0, we must show that given an R-homomor- 
phism .f :K---f JJ, we can lift f to an R-homomorphism from K into & . Let 
f(l -i- I,) := a, E /l. Then by Theorem 13 we have n, E Ann, 1, and .~a, .1 =m~- a,
where x := &x~T., ... N,~~ . In order to liftfto I&, it will he sufficient by Theorem 13 
to find elements b, E E0 such that b, ---z or, b, E AnnE,, rl and xb,, = : b, 
Suppose that for all s : t wc have found h, with the listed properties. Low
Ixxluse Est,l(R’I,, ,  A) 0. \ve haw an eract scqucncc: 
RettItl1~li.Y. Thcot-em 41 sl~ows that [,xr ,..., s ,j ‘. 3sa K-cosequencc. 1Iorcoxr, 
if (’ h- <, then C‘ is K-torsion-free and il-complete, and [.vr ,..,, x,[I isa 
C’-sequence (see [6, C’orollary 2. JO]). 
‘I’IIEOIWU 4’. Th e 0 owing sfatemenfs are rquizalext: fII 
(I) A is K-dizisibl~. 
(2) I<stRr(R/I, , --I)= Ofov all i~;’ 0am1 all t. 
(3) I:stRi(R,‘I, A) : -= O,fiw all i+ 0. 
I’tmf. ( 1) .- (2). R!; l’heorem 28, r(d) is K-divisible, and .-I’f’(*-I) is 
K-torsion-free and h--divisible. Hy Theorem 41 we have EstR’(R,!I, , r(A)) _- 0 
for all i 0. ‘ITILK EstRi(R/l, , -4) .g ktRi(R/I, , -TI’(.d)) for all i ,i 0. Hence 
Without loss of genera!ity we can assume that z1 is K-torsion-free and K-divisible. 
I1r1t then b! Theorem 32 we have Fkt,‘(R’I, ) ;I) :~= 0for all iand all t. 
(2) .- (3). This is a trivial ssertion. 
(3) (I). IT’e first prove that lCrt,‘(K:I”i, -q) : :0 for all i ‘- 0 and all ~1. 
For a tised i I’- 0, suppose that we have proved that ExtRi(R’I1+ I,.-I) mm =0 for 
111 I. I~roin the euact sequence 0--f ljii l ;I”’ P J?iIJi’ ---> R,‘lJ”--’ -+ 0 \ve ol>tain 
nn csact scqutncc: 
‘J’hc first term is 0 by assumption. JJy Theorem J(3), ll’l+r,‘l’fl is isomorphic toa 
direct sum of copies of R/I. Hence the last erm of the sequence is 0 bv condition 
(3). Therefore, JCst,‘(R/I’“, A) :0 for all i.,’ 0. 
‘I’akc anexact sequence: 0 --+ .I -4 E,r - A41 - 0, where I$, is an injective 
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R-mod&. ‘I’hen A, also satisfies condition (3). Because Est,‘(R!I~~‘, A) =m= 0, 11-c 
have an exact sequence: 
for all m. Hcnce we have an exact sequence 
(:1) 0 + r(A) --t I’(&,) -of r(A,) + 0. 
Since I$ is K-dkisible, I’(&) is also K-divisible by Theorem 28. ‘I’hereforc 
ExtRi(R,‘I, r(E,,)) I~- 0 for all i+’ 0 by Theorem 41. Hence IkRi(R’I, T’(A-l,)) J: 
Ext;;t’(R!I, r(A)) for all i ,L’ 0. Thus in order to prove that Est,l(R I, I’(A)) 0, 
for all i ; 0, it is sufficient to prove that I~ut,‘(K~I, r(A)) 0. Hut NY have an 
exact sequence: 
where the first term is 0 because r(:l,‘l’(--l)) 0, and the last erm is 0 1~~ 
C’ondition (3). Therefore, Tkt,j(R/I, I’(--])) : 0 for all i ,’ 0. It follows from 
Theorem 41 that 1‘(A) is K-divisible. \\:e also now have Ilst,‘(K I,.f 1,(.-l)) 0 
for all i, and thus A-l/r(A-l) is K-divisible by Theorem 32. Therefore -.I is 
K-di\-isiblc hy ‘l’heorem 16(3). 
'~HEORERI 43. lf [,Y, ,..., x7,] i.v m A-I-cosequm-e, th n 1 is h--rllc~isible. m& 
i , ,.I L , , ,sTi ] s fr l’(A)-rosequence. 
Proof 13) Theorem 7(2), we have Bxt,‘(K/f, A) :- 0 for all i- 0, ancl thus .-I 
is K-divisible by Theorem 42. By Theorem 28, r(A) is K-divisihlc; andsince 
ly.4) ;;’ 0, i.\ 1,..., s,,] is a I’(=l)-cosequence by Theorem 41. 
\Ve accumulate some of the prcccding results on sequences and ccwqucnces 
in the nest theorem. 
J\‘e recall that if --I is K-divisible, ~vcdefine its K-dual to be .-I’ I~om,(K, .-1); 
while if .-I is K-torsion-free, \vc define its K-dual to be --I’ A- .‘ 3 I?- 
‘I’HEOWM 44. (I) .-lssunae that (s, ~..., x,~). is arr :i-cosequence. ‘I’hera AJ is 
h--divisible; und -4’ is A--torsion-free, A-complete, and [sI ~..,, .x,,  ’is 0tl .-l’-sequerlrr. 
1I.e hmr .-I ” L, r(=1) is r-torsion, AT-divisible, rind {s, l.. ,s,, / is on .-I “-cosequence. 
(2) .3ssu?lzr that j,Y1 ,.... Sn] is cl/7 _ !-sequence. Then .-I is h--toi.sion_fvef,; 
muI A’ is r-torsion, K-dinisible, and {,x1 ,. , s,,] is NII :l’-rosequenrr. lie lifwf~ 
-3” h ./1(A) isK-torsiowfiee. A-complete. u~rd i,Y, ,..., .\.,,I is 011 .-I “-.iequeme. 
(3) {f .-I mj’m 0 is r-torsion, K-divisible, then {x1 ,.. ., Y,,\ ism .-I-coseyue~rr. 
(4) Jf -4 :,I’- 0 isAL-tonion-free, A-complete, then {x1 ,... 1 x,,l r’s on ,J-sequence. 
Proof. This is a combination fTheorems 29, 38, 39, 41, and 43. 
THEOREM 45. Let iyl ,..., y,,,j bearz R-sequence, andlet J : (~1~ ,..., yll() bethe 
ideal of R generated bythis equence. If I” C J for some k >- 0, then  < m; zclrile 
{f J is radically equivalent to I, the?z n =~ m. 
(1) Jf J is radically equivalent to I, atzd if -g is a IT-torsion R-znodzilrle, then 
Iy 1. ,, , .x7,] is alz il-cosequence if a?zd only if(~~, , . , yllj is azz *-l-coseqzzetice. 
(2) !f J is radically equivalent to I, a?zd z;f A is a A-complete R-znodztle, thnr 
’ {a, ,...( S,,f is an -4-sequence (fand only if (~1, . ., y,,l] isazz A4-.~eque?zre. 
Proof. Let r, be the torsion functor determined b>- J, and assume that 
I’ C / for some k ; 0. Then I;(=1) C T’(.-?) for every R-module -4. IAX 
0 + R --f A’,, --t 6, --) .I. he a minimal injective resolution for R. ‘Then b!- 
Theorem 19(I) n-e have T(E,) 0 for i lb - I) and thus r;(q) = 0 ~liS;o. 
Since T,(K><,) /0 b\- ‘Theorem 19(l), \ve see that II m. mlus if.J is radically- 
equivalent toI. \I ehave n : 711. 
( 1) .Issumc that Jis radically equi\-alent to 1.If A-I is a IT-torsion It-module, 
then b! Theorem 41, (x1 ,..,, s ,] is an A-I-cosequence if and only if &I is K-divisible. 
Rut he depends only on the radical equivalence lass of I, and hence [,v, ,..., x,,: 
is an A~I-cosequcnce if and onI\- if [-I,, (..., ?I,L1 isan AJ-coscquencc. 
(2) An argument similar tothat of (I)? but using Theorem 38. proves (3). 
DFFIXITIOS. \\-c shall denote the injecti\c dimension of an I?-module .-I h!~ 
id,.-!. 
‘I‘HEORFIII 46. ( t ) Let .-I be a K-torsiozzTfree K-nrodzrle with .-I ~.' /A. Tim 
id,.4 II. 
(2) /,et :I be a h--diG.sible R-module r:ith f(.4) 0. ~‘hPl/ scd,.-l II. 
I’roof~. (I) Since --I i I-4, wc ha\e .,l(.I) ’ 0. 13). ‘l’lleol-~n? 24 \\c t1a\ c 
.1(.-f)  Ilom,~(K, h ‘x.,~ -4), and hence K ,‘;,, .-I ’ 0. 11~ ‘L’heorern IO UC 
have i/,.1,(.-1) u A- ,“i, .-1. and thus ir,-q.-r) , 0. It t ‘0 0~1-5 front the dctinition of II 
I/..tt tint id 1 ‘ K .-I Il. 
(2) ill- ‘l’hcorem 28, MYA haw l’(:1) x-he iI ‘H IIom,(k~. _ 1), and thus 
HOlll,(K. _ ;, 0. H!- ‘I‘heorcm 20, 11,,^(.4) Y= Hom,(K, .-I). and thus 
/1,,^(.3) 0. fl! ‘I’hcorem 22a fiat resolution of .-I is sriitahlc for clniputiny the
ll~odlllc\ i/,-(.-r). 'I'llUS m/,.-l II. 
I&ffltll~l~~. (1) ‘l’hcor-em 46(1) shows that if thcrc is a flat I?-module 1’ st~ch 
that I’ ,[P for any ideal J generated bv an R sequence and such that idRP _ 
ill . -L , then no H-sequence can ha\-c more than 711 elements. SimilarI!.. if there 
is 211 injecti\ c R-module C such that -Ann, J ,“ 0 for an\’ ideal J yencrated 1~1. an
H-sequence and such that XY/,(‘ m --: x, then no R-sequence can ha\.c more 
rtlan 111 ~tc.mcnts. 

1,cr 0. \?.c then dcfinc t/i,tr; and this operation fR on .-I is \vCl! defined 
and c.stcnds that of R. 
If ii is the f (.?, )..., ,?,,) torsion functor, then .-I p(:l). On the other hand 
it is clear that ar-torsion Ii-mdule is also ;I ’-torsion R-module. Furthermore. 
if .-I and R are r-torsion R-modules, then Flom,(.-l, 11)F< HomR(;i, B). ‘I’hus 
the categories ofI’-torsion R-modules and T-torsion f?-modules are the same. 
It is not hard to see, using the construction that \vas used to pro\ cl’licot-cm 15,
that if *.I is a I’-torsion R-module, then R 1 c ,* Aj is isomorphic to.A \-ia tlie nlap 
lt :(1 n + in. \\-e also note that if WC‘ define /; _- 1%” R/I, , then K- ‘>; he 
because R 7, ‘2 R I, b!- ‘l’hcorem 15. Rlorcover we haw A 5 R iuR K. Since 
c\ery permutation of .j,v, ,..., ,x?,j isan R-sequence, this shows again that K 
depends c,nl\- on the radical equivalence lass of I, and not on the order of the 
R-sequence used in defining K.
(2) If -+l is a A-complete R-module, then we make A.J into an R-module in 
the following natural way. Let 6 = j n, -2 I,,-!,, E .-7, where at t _ 1 and 
(i: , (4: E1,*-f; and let 1: be as in (I). Then we define i% xrtaf ~- 1,.-I ;. t is 
easy to \crif!- that I’ci isveil defined, and that his operation fR on .d extends 
that of z-l. 
Let .J bc the completion functor on R-n~orlules d fined by i (.Ct ,..., ?,(j. 
1 f :I is a 1 l-complete R-module, let d be the il”-completion of A.Then I,.-! 1,.-I; 
and A‘l;I,.-I :pm a-T/IIAti by Theorem 15 applied to Ai-completions. Hcnw . i - 
.4(.-f) 2 -4. and thus .;I is complete in the A-topolog\-. On the other hand it i> 
clear that a A-complete f?-module is also a A-complete N-module. ~lorecncr. 
it can be shown that if z-1 and B arc il-complete R-modules? then Hom,(,-I, B)- 
IIonl~(~-1, B). Therefore, the categories of A-complete R-modules and IT-com- 
pletc R-n~odules arc the same. It can also easily be shrmn that if .-I is an\ 
K-module, then /l(;l) z%iT(W ;FJR *J). 
I’~or~. (1) Suppose that .-1 :: I’(.-1), and that [.v, ,..., x,J is an *.l-coscquencc. 
Then ;I is a r-torsion I?-mod& and .(,Vr ,..., &: is an .-3-cosequcncc. Hence --f is 
I;-divisibk b>- Theorem 41. Let -[.&, ,..., ?i) be a permutation f {.$ ,..., .+,,;. 
Then {2ST ,..., gLn, ‘)is an I?-sequence by Thcokm 47. Since this permutation also 
defines h, Theorem 41 shows that his permutation isan rl-cosequencc. Hence 
{xi, .. ., N;~,‘, is an A-cosequencc. 
(2) The same kind of proof works for A-complete R-modules using 
Theorem 38 instead of Theorem 41. 
(1) :I is K-tor.sion-free. 
proof. ( 1) (2). Theorem 21 provides the exactness ofthe !I-seqwn~~‘, .~nd 
the isomorphism ZZ,^(ZJi) + A(PJ. Th eorem 29(l), shows that A(P,) is K-torsion- 
free and A-complete. 
(2) C- (1). Consider the short exact sequence: 0 --, I’, l F0 l .I + 0, 
where F,, is Free. Then P, also satisfies condition (2). IY ‘01 every i 7 0 n-e IUVC- 
in isomorphism ToriR, ,(RjZ, A) 2 Tor,(R/Z, ’& Thus if we prove that 
‘I’orlR(R,‘Z, Lil) : 0, then the same will be true for E’, and an obvious induction 
based on the given isomorphism will prove that TorLR(R/Z, .?) -7 0 for all i+ 0. 
But then ,4 will be K-torsion-free by Theorem 18. 
Let us denote A(.-I) by17. Then TorlR(RjZ, ,$) == 0 by Theorem 18, and hrnw 
the top row of the following commutative diagram is exact: 
The vertical maps arc the isomorphism given by Theorem 15. It follows from 
this that Tor,R(R/I, .q) == 0, and hence, as we have indicated, ,4 is K-torsion-free. 
rrh3JREM 5 I. The ]>3llowing statemeuts are equivalent: 
R-SEQUESCES 109 
( 1) .-I is K-dizGible. 
(2) !f an?, injective resolution of ,4 isgiven: 0 -3 L4, ---f ZCi -* -4i. 1 + 0, zchere 
-1, ~~: A-1 and B, is an injectice R-module, then 0--f I’(AJ --f I’(I?,) -+ I’(.-I,~.,) + 0 
is e.vact, and r(-4,) i.c r-torsion, K-divi.sihle. 
Proof. (I) :. (2). This is (2) of Theorem 28. 
(2) (1). Ihr Theorem 10, Torjx(K, A) is the (tl j)th omology module 
of the sequence: 6 m--f T(E(,) --+ f‘(E,) ---+ .t.. H ence condition (2) shows that 
‘l’or,R(k-. ,-I) 0 forj ;i n. Since r(A4) is K-divisible, Tor,R(K, I’(,4)) =-0 for 
j -,L n 1~~ ‘I’heorems 28(3). It follows immediately that ‘rorjR(K, .4:‘r(A)) :-: 0
forj .’ II. But 1~~ Theorem IO, TorlLR(K, +-l/r(A)) :z r(.4/T(i-l)) : 0.Hence b! 
l'11e0l-e111 32, A.l!r(A) is K-divisible. Therefore. -4 is K-divisible 1~~ 
'I'hcor-em 16(3). 
Remarks. \\‘e should like to broaden the class of K-torsion-free R-modules. 
and still keep the representation theorem that q,!: A(A) + Hom,(K, hp R .-I) 
is an isomorphism. One way would be to merely require that Tor,R(k-, .-I) be 
K-cli\ siblc for i ~,L 0, and hope that his will have the desired result. ,Inothcc 
way. based on Theorem 50, ~vould be to drop the requirement that 0 +/l(P, ,) t 
j I(F,) -- )- .l(P,,) + 0 is exact, but keep the requirement that ZZ,,*(I’,) - j l(/‘,) lx 
AC-torsion-f&x forall i. 
Similarl!-. IYC‘ should like to broaden the class of K-divisible R-rrloJulcs, 
and still keep the representation theorem that 8,: K CtiR Hom,(K, A4) t I’(A) 
is an isomorphiam. One way would be to merely require that I’:xtRi(K, ,-I) be 
I<-tar-sion-fret for i+‘: 0, and hope that his will have the desired result. ,%nothcI 
way, based on Theorem 51, would be to drop the requirement that 0---f I’(.40 -+ 
I‘(!$,) f 17.4, L ) --f 0is exact. but keep the requirement that r(A,.) isK-divisible 
for all i. 
‘l’he next theorem demonstrates the surprising fact that all four of these 
conditions are equivalent, andthat any one of them implies both representation 
theorcnls. Theclass of modules determined bythese quivalent conditions clearI> 
includes both K-torsion-free and K-divisible R-modules. &Ioreover for amodule 
in this class, both representation theorems work simultaneously. Kow if .-I is 
k--torsion-free. th n r(Ag) == 0, while if d is K-divisible, then JA4) =~= 0. Thus 
K-torsion-free and K-divisible are the two degenerate cases of this ingle more 
inc1tisix.e class of R-modules. 
THEOREM 52. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) ExtRi(K, A)is K-torsion-free for all if 0. 
(2) In any injective resolution of A given by 0 + -4i + Ei + 3i+, - 0 where 
-lo z-7 =1 and E, is an injective R-module, then r(ilJ is K-dkisible forall i. 
(3) ToriR(K, A) is K-divisible for all i7. 0. 
(4) In ctrg~ free resolutio~r of :‘I girerr I)J* 0 - + P, 1 ---f Fi--+ I’, -f 0, z~.bey( 
I’, 2 ,4 am/F, is a free H-module, then H,,^(I’,) g A(P,) is AT-torsion-free fey n/f i. 
!f ml? owe oJ these quivalent conditiom lrolds, then we ha7.e the .follouliy true 
statemerits: 
(5) 0 /: h b ,R Hom,(K, -3) -+ 1‘(A) ‘1 /Aan isonrol-phism: I’(&d) ish--divisible; 
ami Hom,(K. >J) is A--tousion-jree mu/ A-complete. 
(6) 77 l: Q-4) - Hom,(K, A i: II -f) is uu isom3~pki.~~~; fI,^(A) R A(A) 
is K-tar-sion-jree, and K (;ijR 1 4 ir T-tousion. k--divisible. 
Proqf. (1) =:, (2) and (5). M-e take the short exact sequence: 0 - -3 -+ i:‘,, em>
Ai - 0, where E, is an iil.jective R-module. It is obvious that =1, and K, also 
satisfv condition (1). Thus if we prove that r(.?) is K-divisible, then we will have 
estabiishcd (2). 
\\:e have t\vo short txact sequences: 
(2) 0 --) Hom,(K, A3) -+ Hom,(K, E,,) - H --t 0, 
(1)) 0 ---f B --f Hom,(K, -3r) -p I:st,‘(K, =1) --, 0. 
\Ve shall prove first that Hom,(K, -3) is A-torsion-free. Sow I?:‘, is K-div isiblc, 
and hence Hom,(K, Z&J is K-torsion-free by Theorem 26. Thus from (a) WC 
obtain TorR , I(S. B) gz TortR(K, Hom,(A, A3)) for all i yl 0. Since Ilst,‘(K, -3) 
is K-torsion-free by assumption, v+?c’  btain from (b) that Tor,R(K, ZZ) .T 
Tor,K(K, Hom,(K, ‘-I,)) for all i / 0. I’t,tting thetv+ o isomorphisms together 
WC have ‘I’or~.i(K, Horn&K, A,)) 2 ‘I’orCR(K, Hom,(k-, -3)). Since both _ 1 and 
iz, satisf! condition (I), and since zd,I< 12 h\- ‘I’hcorcm 1 1, an obvious 
induction shovvs that Hom,(k-, =I) and Ho~n,(k~, -3,) arc hot11 K-torsion-fret. 
I.urthermorc. we also see that R is K-torsion-free. Thus if vvc apply K fk ,) 
to both sequences (a) and (b), they remain exact. 1l’e c;:n then paste these two 
sequences together and obtain asingle exact sequence which forms the top roe 
of the commutativ-e diagram: 
sow 0, is an isomorphism by Theorem 27. It follows tlrat O,, is I- 1. But 
since 13 1 sa;isfics conditions (I) \ve also have that H,.rl is I- I. Hence we SW that I; ,
is an isomer-phism. Because Hom,(K, ;I) is K-torsion-fr-cc, K fj\K Hom,(K, -1) 
is K-.divisible y Theorem 23. Therefore, T(A) is K-divisible. Since 
HomR(K, -4) s Hom,(K, r(A)), we see that Hom,(K, -3) is A-complete b! 
Theorem 29(2). Thus WC have proved both (2) and (5). 
(2) =:- (3). 13~. Theor-cm 10, WC ha\-e Tort-,(K, d) g 13,‘(A) for all i. Thus 
we only riced to prow that the latter modules are all K-divisible. SOW 1fr’(.3) 
is the ith homology module of the complex: 0 -+ I’(&) ---f r(l:‘,) + ‘... Let 
Bi(A) == Z’(E,m,)j&4_,); th en from the definition of 1I,j(.-1) w-e have an exact 
sequence: 
KOM- we have assumed that all of the I’(rl,) arc K-divisible, and P(B,+,) is 
K-divisible by Theorem 28(2). Thus by Theorem 16(2), we have ~zP(~-I) is K-
divisible for all i; and hence by Theorem 16(2) again WC xc that lZl.;(-q) is 
K-divisible for all i. 
(3) a (4) and (6). ‘\Ve take the exact sequence 0--f I’, -- +F,, --f &-I -+ 0, where 
F0 is a free R-module. It is then obvious that both Pr and F,, satisfy condition (3). 
\Yc shall prove first that K @jjR ,-I is K-divisible. 
TVe have two short exact sequences: 
and 
(d) 0 - ‘I’orrR(k‘, -3) -*K ($R Pr 4 11 - + 0. 
Sow K cjR F,, is K-divisible by Theorem 23, and hence from (c) we obtain 
isomorphisms: Est,((K, I\ @Jo -4) &gm Eht~ ‘(AT, D) for all i /- 0. Ilecausc 
‘I’or,R(K, A) is R-divisible by assumption, u-e obtain from (cl) isomorphisnrs: 
ICxt,‘(K, A- !FR P,) -z Ext,‘(K, n) for all iy’ 0. Putting these two isomorphisms 
together vve have ICxt,?‘(K, K @jR A) > Est~r(K, K fzy K I’,) for all i ,I 0. Since 
both +-3 and P, satisfy condition (3); and since hd,K -- II b!- l’heorem J1, an 
obvious induction shows that both 6 & A and K 1:’ sK I’, arc K-div-isible. 1 t 
then follows that 11 is K-divisible also. 'I'~LIs if we apply Horn,@, ) to exact 
sequences (c) and (d), thev remain exact. \\.e can then paste these two sequcnccs 
together to obtain a single xact sequence which forms the bottom row of the 
commutative diagram: 
A(P,) ---- ---* .,l(F(,) - ----a n(d4) __-- l O 
T’he top row is not necessarily esxt, but forms a con~ples whose right-hand 
end is exact. IYou- riF, is an isomorphism by Theorem 14. Thercforc, T., i:; onto. 
Since I’r satisfies condition (3), 7P, is also nto. But this forces the top rovv to be 
esact, and v., to be an isomorphism. From the definition of II,^, the exactness 
of the top row of the diagram gives us HaA r .4(;2). Since K c)R A is 
K-divisible, vvehave Hom,(K, K Qn A) A*-torsion-free by Theorem 26. Thus 
the isomorphism T,< shows that A(A) is K-torsion-free. Thuswe have proved (4) 
and (6). 
(4) -- (I). \\‘e again take the exact scquencr 0 + I’, -+F,, --t A-l w 0 ~herc 
I;;, isa free K-module. By Theorem 21 we have Eut,“(Aw, F,) ~2 If”^(E’,,) Y JF,,), 
and ;,l(F,J is K-torsion-free by ‘I’heorem 29. ‘I’hc same is true for -4 and I’, 1)~ 
- Condition (4) and Theorcrn 20. By ‘l‘h~.or~n~ 19 wxx have ICut,‘(k’, F,,) 0 fo1 
I II. Thus IYC habe isomorphisnw 
(c) I&t’,-‘(A-, -4) -j I~:st,‘(A. I’,) fol- i .’ II, and ill1 csact sequence: 
(f) 0 -of 1:st; ‘(K, -4) f .l(P,) --f ‘,l(F,J -f A(;I) ‘~ l 0. 
Since the last hree tcrrns of (f) are A-torsion-free, two applications of 
Theorem 16(l) show that I’:xt’~m’ (K, .-i) is K-torsion-free. Since I’, also satisfies 
C’ondition (4). Estlf ‘(AT, I’,) is also K- torsion tee. =\n obvious induction based :’ -f- 
on the isomorphism (e) prows that Ikt,‘(ke, ;I) is K-torsion-free forall i. 
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